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MAXWELL NEWS: 

 Andrew's wild night with socialite he 
'followed to toilet & gave a head massage' 
https://www.the-
sun.com/news/4602630/prince-andrew-
dancing-woman-chris-von-aspen-saint-
tropez/ Picture looks familiar to those who 
read the Q drops.  

 
VAX NEWS AND MANDATES: 

 80% of serious Covid cases in Israel “fully 
vaccinated” Read MOAR: 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98485 

 Thousands of people camp outside Coutts to 
support the Truckers for days and they will 
not leave. Absolutely epic, share and follow 
us for more 
Twitter banned us but we have a new 
account follow us here: 
https://twitter.com/Truckers4Freedm  

 

1811105FEB22 News Highlights 
 

 

WORLD NEWS & MOAR 

 Ottawa, Canada, Happening 
Now: Reinforcements have 
arrived. Truckers line the 
streets at Slater and Kent 
Streets. Did Trudeau pick the 
wrong fight?  Trucks as far as 
the eye can see lining the 
streets of Ottawa. Such 
enthusiasm. Canadians 
feeding Canadians: eggs and 
breakfast served up hot on a 
cold day in Ottawa. Video by 
Unacceptable Rowan 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8496  

 Toronto, Canada, Happening 
Now: Toronto police have 
blockaded an extra block 
infront of Queens Park north. 
The freedom convoy is 
expected to in two hours. 
Video by 
http://ConvoyReports.com  

 PARIS: DEMONSTRATION 
AGAINST THE VACCINE 
PASSPORT  
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8536  

 🇫🇷 CANADIAN FREEDOM 

CONVOY SPREADING TO 
FRANCE 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8537  

 FRANCE RISING UP AGAINST 

VACCINE PASSPORTS ⚡️💥 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/

98538  

Politics and Related News Cont’d 

 A lot of cowboys are beginning to arrive 

near the Coutts border ⚡️ 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98548  

 BERN, SWITZERLAND RISING UP 
AGAINST VACCINE PASSPORTS! 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98549  

 VERONA ITALY RISING UP AGAINST 
VACCINE MANDATES 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98550  

 ROME, ITALY RISING UP AGAINST 
VACCINE MANDATES 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98551  

 TRENTO, ITALY RISING UP AGAINST 
VACCINE MANDATES 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98559  

 The Freedom Convoy enters day eight of 
occupying Canada's capital in defiance 
of Justin Trudeau and overreaching 
vaccine mandates.  

"Freedom! Freedom! Freedom!" 🇨🇦 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98565  

 BREAKING: A hundred Canadian 
cowboys just showed up to the blockade 
in Alberta 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98566  

 Police Give Briefing on Winnipeg Attack:  

 The driver hit four Freedom Convoy 
protesters and fought the police during 
his arrest. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98575  

 The freedom convoy has spread to the 
UK. The convoy passed through 

Manchester today. ⚡️🚛 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98584  

 Overhead view of Coutts & Cowboys 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98585 
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RUSSIA/UKRAINE: 

 Videos of Russian troops being sent from the 
Dagestan region to the Ukrainian border 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98481  

 
 Two Tu-22m3 long-range bombers of the 

Russian Aerospace Forces carried out 
patrols in the airspace of Belarus - Ministry of 
Defense of the Russian Federation 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98487  

 Several Su-25 fighter jets landed in Belarus 
today https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98493  

 Today, the eighth of the promised 45 US 
aircraft with military cargo has arrived in Kiev  

 
 The Ministry of Defense of Ukraine 

announced the arrival of the eighth aircraft 
from the United States with 86 tons of 
ammunition.  Since the end of January, the 
United States has already sent more than 
650 tons of military equipment to Ukraine. h/t 
Intel Slava 

 BREAKING - The commanding general of the 

🇺🇸 82nd Airborne Division, Maj. Gen. 

Christopher Donahue, has arrived in Poland 

🇵🇱 along with hundreds of paratroopers.  

Donahue was the last American soldier to 
leave Afghanistan. (Pic 2) 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98525  

 Very much troubling reports coming from 
Eastern Europe. 
Russian Battalions are now being placed in 
staging area's across the Ukrainian border. 
US officials are on it's toes...after the Biden 
officials have miserably FAILED in diplomacy. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98527  

 Increased US air activity is a very troubling 
sign...we are now seeing planes which never 
flew over Ukraine.. h/t Aquila 

 Massive Russian troop movements in all 
adjacent oblasts east of Ukraine. 
Hardly any weapons, almost only soldiers.  
Strong indication that the war will begin 
soon... @WW3INFO  

 EndGameWW3 
Update: Russia plans to hold large-scale 
Nuclear exercises in February, and they will 
include tests of intercontinental ballistic 
missiles. (FT) 
https://twitter.com/endgameww3/status/1490
026772322213892?s=28  

 Update: Interfax: Russia has 
announced new military 
exercises. They will take 
place in the Rostov region, 50 
kilometers from the border 
with Ukraine. 
https://twitter.com/endgamew
w3/status/1490043627632013
323?s=28  

 BOOM – 💥💥 Huge 

accumulation of equipment 
south of Rechitsa, Belarus, 
~40km to the border with 
Ukraine @WW3INFO  

 Russian "Javelin killers" anti-
tank missile systems "Kornet" 
successfully hit all targets at 
the Brestsky training ground 
(RB). 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8553  

 Heavy Military Aviation inside 
Russian Aerospacial Forces 
from Siberia to Western 
Russia/Russia-Ukraine 
border: 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8554  

 
 2nd video shows troops 

getting in/out of passenger 
train cars, as well as more 
equipment loaded up ready to 
move 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/9
8555  

 The US military response to 
Russia's buildup around 
Ukraine has a name: 
Combined Joint Task Force 
Dragon.  
"Combat capable forces who 
stand ready to enhance the 
Alliance's ability to deter and 
defeat Russian aggression" 

 
 Here is an updated map of 

Russian combined arms 
armies' (CAA) presence near 
Ukraine. Out of 11 CAA's and 
one tank army existing in the 
Russian Land Forces, 
elements of 11 are now near 
Ukraine (11 out of 12). The 
8th CAA could move toward 
Crimea. @WW3INFO 

 

 
 Germany: First US troops land in 

Wiesbaden amid Ukraine-Russia crisis - 
WATCH! 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98563  

 Massive amount of Russian tanks 
spotted in Rechitsa, Belarus for 
exercises 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98564  

 #Belarus has quietly altered its 
constitution to allow the country to host 
#nuclear missiles within its region, which 
comes into effect on February 27th, 2022 
and gives Belarus the ability to legally 
offer #Russia the ability to host its own 
nuclear missiles within Belarusian 
territory. 
https://www.defconlevel.com/news/2022-
02-05/belarus-alters-constitution-to-
allow-russia-to-host-nuclear-weapons-in-
its-territory.php  

 Russian Navy: A group of six BDK 
warships today reportedly left the 
Russian naval base Tartus in the 
direction of the Black Sea for a possibly 
invasion of the Ukraine. @DefenseBlog  

 First 2000 soldiers arrive in Europe in 
support of Ukraine 
https://youtu.be/1FA1oyl3vSQ  

 Russian SU-25SM attack aircraft have 
been moved from #Russia to #Belarus 
for what Russia and Belarus are calling 
'#exercises' but the West suspects may 
be an ever growing #invasion force near 
#Ukrainian borders. SU-25SM aircraft 
would be paramount to carrying out an 
attack on the ground in the event of an 
#invasion taking place. 
https://www.defconlevel.com/news/2022-
02-05/russian-su-25sm-attack-aircraft-
moved-from-russia-to-belarus.php  

NORTH KOREA/JAPAN/TAIWAN/CHINA:  

 🇦🇱 Albania, 🇧🇷 Brazil, 🇫🇷 France, 🇮🇪 

Ireland, 🇯🇵 Japan, 🇳🇴 Norway, 🇦🇪 the 

United Arab Emirates, 🇬🇧 the United 

Kingdom, and 🇺🇸 the United States 

released this statement condemning 🇰🇵 

DPRK/North Korea's latest ballistic 
missile launch:  

 
 18th Airborne Corps Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/18airbornecorps/status
/1490012678974316544?s=21  
WE HAVE ARRIVED! Our Soldiers 
continue to flow into Europe to reassure 
and defend our Allies. 
#StrongerTogether #SupportToAllies 
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 IRAQ/IRAN/SYRIA/ISRAEL: 

 UPDATE 
Shamkhani: Iran does not consider show of 
sanctions removal as 'constructive' 
@PressTV 

POLITICS:  

 UK’s Queen Elizabeth II held a tea party at 
her Sandringham estate in the east of 
England on the eve of her Platinum Jubilee 
on Sunday, marking 70 years on the throne. 
The 95-year-old was leaning on a walking 
stick as she cut a celebration cake. She is 
Britain's longest-reigning monarch, having 
taken over on the death of her father King 
George VI on February 6, 1952. WATCH: 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98501 

 Tale of Two Joe’s : 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98574  

 

 
 

 
 

 
MOAR: 

 
 Roel Campos - a former SEC 

commissioner who wrote the 
letter on Neuralink's behalf - 
said that the company's only 
relation to Musk's Tesla is 
through the billionaire's role 
as a 'shared mutual investor.'  
Campos added that 'Musk 
has no executive or 
management role at 
Neuralink' and 'does not serve 
as an officer or director.'  
The letter was sent in the 
days following an SEC lawsuit 
filed against Musk over tweets 
the Tesla CEO sent 
threatening to take the car 
company private. Musk paid a 
$20million fine and quit as 
Tesla CEO. 
Neuralink was exempt from 
having to register the sale of 
shares with the SEC because 
Campos argued on his behalf 
that he had only minor 
involvement in the company 
and Musk avoided making 
misleading statements about 
Tesla.   
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/ne
ws/article-10480405/Startup-
Neuralink-run-Elon-Musk-
misled-federal-securities-
regulators-role.html  

 Former President Donald 
Trump has a new job title: 
Mar-a-Lago disc jockey 

 DJ Trump will reportedly be 
spinning "great music" at the 
Mar-a-Lago Club on Friday 
and Saturday evening. 
https://www.newsweek.com/fo
rmer-president-donald-trump-
has-new-job-title-mar-lago-
disc-jockey-1676490  

 Behind The Scenes —  

 

 Scavino on Facebook  
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98586  

DECODES: 

 DELTAS: https://qalerts.app/?q=feb+05  

 Ft Sill Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/officialftsill/status/1489
970320257785858?s=28 

 

 
 USMC Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/usmc/status/14899713
63737706498?s=28 

 

 
 
 
 
 

HUMA? 
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 Trump Text:  

 
 3d Cavalry Regiment Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/3duscav/status/148982977
2628840448?s=28 

 
 18 Airborne Corps Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/18airbornecorps/status/149
0012678974316544?s=28 

 
 173rd ABNBDE Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/173rdabnbde/status/14899
13966860058625?s=28  

 https://twitter.com/173rdabnb
de/status/1489913966860058
625?s=28  

 
 Dan Scavino Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/danscavino
/status/149002518614976921
7?s=28  

 
 US 7th Fleet Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/us7thfleet/s
tatus/1489976858775068674
?s=28  

 
 

 Dan Scavino: 
https://twitter.com/danscavino
/status/149002518614976921
7?s=21 
111 
(https://qalerts.app/?n=111 ) 
Nov 05, 2017 11:34:15 PM 
EST 

 
Anonymous 
Important Context: 
What have you learned about  

What organization is HUMA? 
Which US President is affiliated w/ 
HUMA? 
Why is this relevant? 
What year(s) did this occur? 
Who funded on behalf this President? 
Why is this relevant? 
What year(s) did this occur? 
What just happened in SA? 
Who was arrested? 
Funds frozen. 
Why would this former President be 
funded pre-political days? 
Repeat. 
Important. 
Why would this former President be 
funded pre-political days? 
Why is the relevance? 
Was the MB affiliated to any of these 
organizations/people? 
Fast forward. 
Why are the events in SA so important? 
Why was JK in SA recently? 
Why was POTUS' last Tweet re: SA prior 
to the happening? 
Why was POTUS' Twitter taken down 
days before under cover of a rogue 
employee?  
Refocus again. 
Who was arrested in SA? 
Any ownership stakes in US co's? 
Why is this relevant? 
Twitter. 
Las Vegas. 
Recent events. 
Why would investment be made in a 
former President pre-political days? 
What year(s) did this occur? 
What faith does HUMA represent?  
What faith does the MB represent? 
What faith does Huma represent? 
Who are the bad actors? 
Who funds majority of US 'senior' 
politicians? 
Fantasy land. 
Fantasy land. 
Was the former President of the United 
States groomed to be Command in 
Chief?  
Is this possible?  
Is the US political / election system 
corrupt? 
Who owns poll machines? 
Soros? 
Why is this relevant? 
They never thought she would lose. 
They never thought she would lose. 
Fantasy land. 
Fantasy land. 
The complete picture would put 99% of 
Americans (the World) in a hospital.  
POTUS is our savior. 
Pray. 
Operators are active. 
We are at war. 
Goodnight BO. 
Snow White. 
Godfather III. 
Q 
1311 (https://qalerts.app/?n=1311 ) 
May 04, 2018 3:59:49 PM EDT 
Q !xowAT4Z3VQ 
TRIP UPDATE 

 Scavino following 969 on Twitter 
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 Chuck Grassley Tweet: 

https://twitter.com/chuckgrassley/status/1490
069443870875650?s=28 

 
 

   EXTRA: The Epstein Files: US 
Bureau of Prisons bent facts to 
support suicide narrative 
 
Documents obtained under 
Freedom of Information laws by RT 
investigative unit The Detail include 
startling records revealing how the 
US Bureau of Prisons (BOP) 
moved to shut down any and all 
public debate about the cause of 
Jeffrey Epstein’s death. Along the 
way, evidence was distorted, 
material facts ignored, and key 
anomalies unexplored and 
unpublicized. 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/98589 

 

          

IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE AWAKENING:  
First of all, Welcome. We DO NOT condone violence of any kind. Please visit qalerts.app and READ THE 
DROPS. They are an invaluable resource. LAZINESS is what got us ALL here in the first place. If you don’t 
understand something, ask a fren. We are here to help. Visit us in the chat on telegram or register on the 
website listed above under Frog’s pic. (Links are active on this page if you are in the PDF format). 
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